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Goals
Objective
Scope
Deliverables
Project Status
The expectation is to have a suite of standards for product support that will provide the seamless passage of technical data: logistics, provisioning, technical publications/TEMTs, scheduled maintenance and maintenance data feedback.
Project Objective

- Collaborate with Aerospace and Defense Industries Association of Europe (ASD) to develop a Logistics Suite of Standards (S Series Specifications)
- Participation in the development of new international standards development.
Project Scope

- The standards comprising the suite are as follows:
  - S1000D – the International Specification for Technical Publication utilizing a Common Support Data Base
  - S3000L – the International Application Handbook for Logistics Support Analysis as well as the DEX and S1000D interface document
  - S4000M – the International Specification for Scheduled Maintenance Analysis
  - S5000F – The International Specification for Operational and Maintenance Data Feedback
S1000D Project Best Practices

• The use of Terms of Reference for team structure and roles
• The use of standardized document naming conventions
• The use of a shared web area for document review and meeting management
• Consensus-based decision-making
• Adequate planning of revisions
• Stakeholders in U.S. industry provide a wealth of Subject Matter Expert manpower in the development of the specifications
Deliverables

• White Paper (In review)
• Project Sheet (In Process)
• Bi-weekly Meetings/Minutes
• Face to Face Meetings
• Development and Maintenance of S Series Specifications
Project Status

**Initial white paper produced:**

- Approved by PSC
- Approved by TOC

**Review by Marion Blakey**

- Approved Last Week
Project Status

- Waiting on Coordination with ASD counterparts (Carl Wilen)
- Meeting scheduled to discuss the ASD efforts and consolidate both as a joint project

Once we coordinate:
Submit project sheets
Scope budget / schedule
Project Status

Getting team members engaged and establish a team participant roster/distribution

Next Steps:
Establish bi-weekly meetings
Define detailed requirements
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